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Stock Revaluation Routine 2  
 

  

 
The Total Value column shows the Qty in stock x the Average/Standard cost (depending on 
item costing method, if FIFO made up of the unbilled GRN expected value or Billed Value). 
The current balance is the value of the Stock Control account. The difference between these 
two figures is what is proposed to be a journal. 

These differences are normal as you can sell stock before a Bill is matched against a GRN 
i.e. its come into stock but the cost price has not updated the Average/Standard or someone 
changed the standard cost etc.  

We have a difference column which helps us to see where any differences have come from. 
This adds up all the nominal transactions related to this item and compares it to the total 
value. So the biggest +ve or –ve differences show where the difference should have come 
from.   

If does not follow that the total of the differences comes to the same value as the difference 
proposed as a journal. The stock control account could have unrelated journal entries 
against it which do not have an item reference for example.  

The difference between the standard stock revaluation routine and the new one is that we 
can now show how much difference comes from each individual stock item. Before we just 
showed an overall value. i.e. it helps to highlight where the difference has come from.  
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You can sort by the biggest differences.  

Sometimes someone will ask why is it £X difference so COGS or Stock Control need to be 
adjusted. Apart from looking things like adjustments etc. this helps indicate which items 
have the biggest variance. Maybe when we did a GRN for an item was at £10 but when we 
got the bill they were £20 but we sold a lot of them beforehand so the COGS would be at a 
reduce value.  Or someone changed the average or standard price on an item. There are a 
lot of scenarios as to why you might get a difference.  

 


